Release #135 corrected an error triggered by some chrome extensions and continued the work to ensure a student’s preferred name displays throughout S3.

New users are encouraged to review the S3 QuickStart Guide and the Web Tutorial section for basic instructions.

Release Highlights

Cross-Cutting

- Corrected an error triggered by some chrome extensions
- Continued the work to ensure a student’s preferred name displays throughout S3, specifically when adding a student to, or viewing a student on, an athletic roster
- Continued the work to make SIO more accessible to all by upgrading the technology of the Bank Account List screen.
- Continued work to improve the performance and load time of prospect & student memos

Registrar

- Corrected an issue when updating variable units that impacted students enrolled in some variable-unit courses
- Introduced new functionality to prevent using S3 to delete a student’s preferred name if that student has requested that their preferred name be used for their student-instructor name
- Updated the method of determining the dates classes were in session for a student in a selected semester, when an enrollment verification has been requested

Student Accounts

- Corrected an issue that caused an error when doing certain searches on the Find a Sponsor screen

Undergraduate Admission

- Introduced new functionality that permits Admission users to retain access to various Prospect screens when the connection to Powerfaids is not working
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